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Demographic change and ageing in rural Europe 

Europe is ageing, and this is even more the case in rural areas: in 2011, 19% of the rural population 

was over 65. It will increase to 30% by 2050. Almost 1 out of 3 people will be considered as being an 

older adult. 

In Western Slovenia, 19% of the population is over 65. This is 20% in the French region of Hauts de 

France, 21% in the Province of Teruel in Spain and it even goes up to 23% in the Spanish Province of 

Burgos. In these territories, as in most rural Europe, rural areas are ageing faster than urban areas. In 

the Province of Burgos, the share of older people increases by 4 points if we consider only rural areas.  

Recent reports from the EU Joint Research Center aslo demonstrated that the further you move away 

from a city, the higher the proportion of elderly people in the population will be. 

At the same time, rural areas lack of adapted goods and services for older adults. This contributes to 

reducing the quality of life of rural seniors, to sometimes generating loneliness, especially for rural 

women. Some other times, especially for dependant or vulnerable people, it pushes them to leave 

their village and move to the nearest city, where they can find better housing or care services. 

Opportunities offered by the Silver Economy 

The Silver Economy is a cross economy applying to all goods and services developed to better meet 

the needs of the ageing population: from housing to care, robotics and sports. By 2025, the Silver 

Economy is expected to contribute by 5,7 trillion euros to the European economy. Yet it remains an 

underdeveloped in rural areas. 

What is SILVER SMEs? 

SILVER SMEs is a game changer: it gives rural SMEs and policy makers the tools to develop the Silver 

Economy in their territory. 

SILVER SMEs is a 5 years Interreg Europe project. It gathers partners from 8 rural and mountainous 

areas, which have been cooperating since 2018 to boost the SMEs operating in the Silver Economy 

sector. The project brings together local and regional authorities, regional development agencies and 

associations that work daily on the socio-economic development of their territories. 

For three years, these eight territories met with entrepreneurs and experts, studied the challenges 

and opportunities for the sector and looked for ways to support its development. They came up with 

23 best practices in areas ranging from housing and health to digital tools and leisure activities. These 

examples inspired them to design 8 Action Plans that respond to the challenges of each territory. 

Through these Action Plans, implemented over a period of 2 years, they are making a difference on 

the ground by enabling rural SMEs to develop the Silver Economy sector. 

What change is SILVER SMEs bringing? 

Through SILVER SMEs’ Action Plans:  



 

• Calls for funding dedicated to rural SMEs were launched, 

• Communication and awareness raising campaigns were carried out to draw the attention of 

both entrepreneurs and policy makers, 

• Companies are also being trained to applying the Silver Economy principles in sectors like 

tourism and care farming,  

• Partnerships are created with local universities and with local and regional authorities to take 

the Silver Economy one step further and ensure its development in the long term. 

The pitch session was an opportunity to learn more about these concrete actions. You can find more 

information in the 8 Action Plans developed by SILVER SMEs. You can also discover the inspiring 

practices from SILVER SMEs and replicate them in your area.  

Save the date! SILVER SMEs is organising its final conference on 21 February 2023 in Brussels! 

 

https://projects2014-2020.interregeurope.eu/silversmes/library/#folder=3136
https://projects2014-2020.interregeurope.eu/silversmes/news/news-article/11365/discover-our-best-practices-in-3-brochures/
https://projects2014-2020.interregeurope.eu/silversmes/news/news-article/11365/discover-our-best-practices-in-3-brochures/

